RESOLUTION ON ALA SUPPORT FOR SPECTRUM SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

Whereas a commitment to diversity and to diversifying the profession to reflect the society we serve is articulated in the ALA Strategic Plan as a Key Action Area and the Spectrum Scholarship Program is ALA’s most visible and effective initiative working towards this strategic action;

Whereas the Spectrum Scholarship was created in 1997 to increase the number of students from underrepresented groups in library and information science (LIS) programs through a competitive scholarship program;

Whereas the Spectrum Scholarship will be celebrating its 20th Anniversary in 2017;

Whereas the program awarded 60 scholarships last year, with 61 scholarships announced for this year, and an additional 60 scholarships in the next fiscal year;

Whereas over the last 20 years, over 1,000 scholarships have been awarded for masters of LIS students, and 18 doctoral fellowships have been awarded;

Whereas the Spectrum Scholarship program consists of much more than just a monetary award, and includes mentoring and professional development activities sponsored by multiple ALA Divisions and Affiliates;

Whereas the alumni community of Spectrum Scholarship recipients is over 650 active members of the Association, who have over the last 20 years given back to the association by volunteering at all levels within committees, offices, round tables, affiliates, and divisions;

Whereas although the scholarships are well funded; there is insufficient funding provided to market and administer the program; and

Whereas the Spectrum Scholarship program is overseen by the Office for Diversity, Literacy, and Outreach services but does not have a dedicated staff member to oversee the program; now, therefore, be it,

Resolved, that the American Library Association (ALA), on behalf of its members:

  directs the Executive Director and the Executive Board of the American Library Association (ALA) to develop an operational budget inclusive of staff with increased funding for recruitment, marketing and expanding the impact of the Spectrum Scholarship program, and include input from the Spectrum Advisory Committee in the development of an operational budget.

Mover: Ed Garcia (Councilor-at-Large/Committee on Diversity)
Seconder: Matthew Ciszek (Councilor-at-Large/Committee on Diversity)
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